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Dusti Becker, Ph.D.
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dbecker@lifenetnature.org

August, 2011

Dear Life Net Volunteer,

Thank you for supporting Life Net's conservation efforts in Ecuador by joining our Ecuador
Cloud Forest Birds monitoring project at Las Tangaras or Mashpi.  You are joining a special roster
of citizens who care enough about tropical nature to do something active and progressive about
protecting it.  Our research contributes directly to the preservation of biodiversity, especially
endemic birds that reside in western Ecuador.  I am looking forward to meeting you at Posada
del Maple in Quito at 9 am on the date posted for your expedition.

You are joining a meaningful scientific expedition as well as a cultural and biological adventure.
If you are a bird enthusiast, get ready to see lots of endemics and specialties of the mid-elevation
western slopes of the Andes.  If you want to learn or practice Spanish, you’ll have plenty of
opportunities.  This project provides you with the opportunity to see and photograph some of
Ecuador's natural wonders (especially birds), make new friends, and learn more about
conservation biology in one of the most diverse tropical regions of the world by actively
participating in a bird monitoring project. Living in the research cabin over-looking the Nambillo
River or at the volunteer lodge at Mashpi is relaxing and beautiful, but there is plenty of work to
do in the forest.

Please remember to bring knee-high rubber boots (or buy them in Ecuador if you have a less than
men's size 10 foot).  Please consider bringing old naturalist equipment (old cameras, binoculars,
and camping gear, etc.) to donate to local naturalist guides and student interns.  If you would like
to support local schools please consider bringing books in Spanish (available at used bookstores)
or school supplies to donate. If you have questions feel free to e-mail me at
dbecker@lifenetnature.org.

Otherwise, safe travels y hasta luego en el Ecuador!

Cheers,

    Dusti Becker, Ph.D.
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PROJECT SYNOPSIS

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. Constance “Dusti” Becker

POSITION / TITLE: Co-Director;

AFFILIATION: Life Net; www.lifenetnature.org

PROJECT TITLE: Ecuador Cloud Forest Birds

RESEARCH SITE: Las Tangaras Reserve/Mashpi Reserve -
Ecuador

RENDEZVOUS SITE: Quito, Ecuador 

SYNOPSIS.  Although Ecuador covers only 1.6% of South America, it is home to more than 50%
of the bird species on the continent (1570 of 3100).  The moist forests of western Ecuador are some
of the most threatened ecosystems in the world due to deforestation and population growth.  The
Mindo and Mashpi areas of western Ecuador are in the Chocó endemic bird area one of the most
popular and species rich birding areas in the world. Christmas counts here often tally more than
350 species of birds in a single 24-hour period. The conservation-research objective of the Life Net
project at Tangaras Reserve is to compare bird species found in interior cloud forest with forest
edges to determine which species avoid edges and fragments created by deforestation.  At
Mashpi we are developing a bird list for ecotourism and determining patterns of avian species
abundance by elevation. Results are used for conservation, science, local programs in ecotourism,
and for environmental education.  At Las Tangaras, we also study the behavior of Andean Cock
of the Rock at a display arena. At both projects, volunteers help set up and monitor mist nets at
forest sites, extract birds from nets, carry birds from nets to a banding station, and record basic
ecological and behavioral data while helping operate the team field research camp.
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1. Conservation Research Program

 Like many endangered species, the threatened and near-threatened birds of western
Ecuador have suffered habitat loss due to deforestation (Best and Kessler 1995, Collar et al. 1994).
Life Net's research efforts at Las Tangaras and Mashpi, and previous efforts at Bellavista (Becker
& Loughlin 2008, Becker et al. 2007) are determining which species cope with the degradation of
habitats and which species don’t and other aspects of Andean bird ecology (Greenberg 1996,
Becker and Agreda, 2005).  In South America, tropical forests are rapidly being destroyed and
replaced by vegetation associated with human economic gain, especially pasture and food crops
(WRI 1997).  Birds serve as indicator species to inform us of when forest loss begins to cause a
decline in species. Their capacity for dispersal by flight makes birds highly sensitive and
responsive to habitat change.

2.  Conservation Research Objectives

In addition to basic and conservation research, the Ecuador Cloud Forest Birds project helps local
people build skills with ecotourism by sharing scientific knowledge and involving them on the
research effort.

Over the next few years, the project aims to explore the following ecological questions and
hypotheses:

(1) Interior and edge bird communities are composed of the same bird species (a null
hypothesis).

(2) Some hummingbird species specialize on interior forest flowers and rarely visit the edge.
(3) Competition at feeders by hummingbirds is greater on the edge than in interior forest.
(4) Male Andean Cock of the Rock display in clusters (duos & trios) more than as singletons.
(5) Variation in bird community composition by habitat and elevation in the Choco.

With regard to ecotourism, the project addresses the following practical questions:
(1) Is the birding along the Mindo-Nambillo Road declining in quality due to other uses of

the road?
(2) What is the focus of nature tourism at Mindo and how is this changing?  What

proportion of tourism is related to seeing birds?
(3) What are the birding attractions at Mashpi and how easily can they be seen?

3.  METHODS

Study Sites.

Las Tangaras. Two miles south of the village of Mindo, Ecuador, the 48 hectare Las Tangaras
reserve ranges in elevation from 1200 m to 1600 m. The reserve was purchased to buffer the
48,000 hectare Mindo-Nambillo Protective Forest from clearing for pasture.  This border position
allows efficient study of edge and interior forest bird communities and creates a local high in bird
diversity due to the many tropical micro-habitats. Mindo is a growing village of about 5000
people nestled in a valley in the Andes about 80 km west of Quito.

Mashpi.  Deep in Ecuador’s Choco, Mashpi Reserve’s 17,200 hectares represents some of the best
habitat for wildlife in western Ecuador.  Recently established, the reserve managers hope to
develop a very elite cloud forest destination for ecotourism.  Elevations at Mashpi range from 500
to 1400 m and habitat variation is striking including abandoned pastures, second growth forest,
and primary forest.  The closest village is Pacto, which has a surprisingly wonderful bakery.
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Bird Communities

Data about the composition of bird communities in different cloud forest habitats are collected by
using mist nets (mornings), making point counts along trails, and making bird/plant
observations (afternoons).  Within each habitat, an area of about 10 hectares (~25 acres), is
sampled with an array of 10 to 20 nets.  Nets are opened from dawn (6:00 am) until 11:00 am.
Volunteers and Life Net staff open the nets in the morning, check them every 20 to 30 minutes,
remove birds from the net and carry them to the banding station.  Extraction of birds from the
nets is a skill that takes time to learn and is first done by Life Net staff, and then by volunteers
who feel comfortable with the task.  Having some experience with mist netting is a real help for
this project, but it is not a requirement.

At the banding station each bird is weighed, identified to species, sexed and aged, and
photographed.  A set of standard body measurements (Ralph et al. 1993) is taken including the
length of the wing, tarsus, culmen, and tail.  A blood sample is taken from selected species by
pricking the brachial vein with a 30.5 gauge needle and using a capillary tube to draw the sample
for storage in 1 ml plastic vials containing preservative.  Mitochondrial DNA (MtDNA) will be
extracted from these samples to test hypotheses about gene flow from the Andes.  Each bird’s
body fat, reproductive status, and molt are also recorded on a data sheet (Figure 4).  Data are
entered into a battery powered lap-top computer each afternoon by volunteers.

Daily Bird List and Habitat Surveys

Small groups of volunteers, led by a staff person with experience in identifying local birds, make
systematic counts of birds along transects and at specific points.  Teams keep a daily tally and
may enter certain lists on the field computer. Collating this data in a daily log allows encounter
rates (number of birds recorded per field-hour) to be calculated.  Species discovery curves (the
rate of finding new species per day) can be plotted as an indication of the completeness of the
avifaunal inventory (Bibby et al. 1992).

Identification of birds depends on field guides including:
• Birds of Ecuador (Ridgely and Greenfield, 2001),
• Birds of the High Andes (Fjeldsa and Krabbe 1990),
• The Birds of South America - Vols. I and II (Ridgely and Tudor 1989, 1994),
• A Guide to the Birds of South America (Meyer de Schauensee 1970), and
• South American Birds: a photographic aid to identification (Dunning 1989).

It is recommended that volunteers bring their own copy of Birds of Ecuador (Ridgely and
Greenfield, newest edition), especially plates (see #1 in Section 22 ‘Reading List’).

Vegetation sampling is also completed around each net and point count site to correlate bird
species and abundance with characteristics of the flora.  Stem counts, dbhs (diameters at breast
height) for woody stems greater than 5 cm, and proportions of plants fruiting and flowering are
recorded in 12 x 12 meter areas around the nets.

4.  APPLICATION OF RESULTS

The Ecuador Cloud Forest Birds projectat Las Tangaras started July 2004 and the Mashpi project
started in August 2011.  In addition to contributing to tropical ecology, our work will continue to
inform regional conservation organizations and the Ministry of the Environment and provides
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information to local bird guides and naturalists.  This projects are affiliated with Aves y
Conservacion, Ecuador’s major bird conservation organization.

There have been many direct beneficiaries of the Ecuador Cloud Forest research project: local
people, students and teachers, conservation organizations,and other researchers.  In this project
the Principal Investigator has made a special effort to make data available to local people,
especially to decision-makers that influence local land use.  Providing ecological knowledge to
the users of tropical ecosystems can play an important role in conservation of these beautiful and
valuable plants and animals (Becker et al. 2005).  Several Ecuadorian students have enhanced
their field skills on the Cloud Forest Bird projects and have found encouragement to do graduate
work.  Carlos Morochz, the current biologist at Mashpi, who co-leads the Mashpi project trained
with Life Net at Las Tangaras.

Pascual Torres, from coastal Ecuador has assisted on the project since 1996.  He has built skills to
a level where he now guides birdwatchers to various areas in Ecuador, leads Ecuadorian field
research trainings, and is the resident naturalist at Las Tangaras Reserve. Other Ecuadorian staff
on the project have also enhanced their capacity for leadership and service in nature tourism.

More than fifty teachers from Europe and North America have participated as volunteers for the
project, many through the support of businesses and philanthropic organizations.  All have
returned to their classrooms to share the Ecuador Cloud Forest experience with their students.

Research results have been crafted into documents in Spanish for local people.  Becker and
colleagues have published findings of interest to the scientific community in numerous peer-
reviewed journals and popular venues.  Many volunteers have also published popular articles
about their experiences and web sites have sprouted with photos and journalistic musings about
the project.  Every year, more people become involved in Life Net's research and conservation
efforts in Ecuador.

Monetary donations go farther in Ecuador than in North America, and the conservation benefits
to plants and animals are more significant because there are more species in need of help in the
tropics.  Tropical regions are the main source of species for our whole planet, so preservation of
biodiversity here is a wise investment.

5.  FIELD TRAINING

The topics covered with informal discussions include:
• Overview of the project, methods, teams, schedule and logistics;
• Introduction to tropical avian research and biogeography;
• Techniques of mist netting and vegetation sampling;
• Field note protocols;
• Overview of community conservation efforts (discussions);
• Tropical forest ecology and biodiversity (discussions); and
• Instruction on avian behavioral data collection.

The staff and PI also cover cross-cultural expectations and safety in the forest.  They will make
sure everyone develops skill with hiking and orienting themselves at the field site.  The key to a
successful project is that everyone remains flexible and capable of dealing with changes in day-
to-day plans.  Although goals and schedules are explicitly discussed and typically posted in
camp, weather and opportunities may result in a change of plans.  Team members will work
together sharing research and camp management responsibilities.  Public events in the villages
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may also be open to the team, so this will be another venue of learning and sharing for
volunteers.

This project is a team effort, so informal lectures and information sharing are encouraged.
Everyone has knowledge, talents, and friendship to share.

6.  VOLUNTEER ASSIGNMENTS

Volunteers work with staff, collaborating scientists and the Principal Investigator.  As PI, Dusti
Becker will direct the projects, and lead projects at Las Tangaras and with Carlos Morochz
leading teams at Mashpi .  Pascual Torres and Mauricio Torres, Ecuadorian research assistants
will supervise sub-teams. Ecuadorian or American students may also be assisting on some of the
teams as Life Net interns. Volunteers’ tasks begin with setting up camp and one's personal space
(Your mosquito net or net tent at Las Tangaras; your own cot in a shared bedroom at Mashpi
Lodge).  Next we will be setting up mist nets and getting familiar with the field site.  Research
activities involve the safe care and handling of netted birds in the mornings, and careful
observations of birds or data entry in the afternoons.  Volunteers play important roles in making
the project flow including opening and closing nets, carrying birds in soft cotton bags from the
nets to the banding stations, and helping record data at the banding station.  Once trained, some
volunteers may extract birds from the nets as well.  Mist-netting requires waking up before
dawn, dressing in the dark, and hiking to net sites by flashlight or head-lamp (bring extra
batteries and a good head-lamp).

At the banding station, volunteers assist with data recording, banding, photographing, and
labeling blood vials.  Tasks are rotated depending on skill and interest.  Volunteers who sincerely
want to learn to make measurements and handle birds at the station should consider coming on
the project more than once, but we will train those who have a strong desire to band.

In the afternoons, volunteers help with data entry, behavioral observations, collection of
vegetation data, or on some days take time off to explore and do whatever they want. Mist-nettng
samples understory birds, but misses canopy dwellers, so an effort to search for and identify
these tree-top birds must be made everyday.  Volunteers who are very patient and enjoy
watching and following animals may be assigned the task of collecting data on specific species
such as hummingbirds or Andean-cock-of-the-rock at Las Tangaras and Long-wattled Umbrella
birds at Mashpi.

Local cooks make meals, but may need help with setting and clearing tables. Bilingual volunteers
may be asked to help on grocery trips to local villages.

Language and Useful Skills. The ability to speak and understand Spanish is useful but not required.
Spanish speakers will have plenty of opportunity to improve their skills with local people.  Other
useful skills include experience with mist-netting (especially taking the birds out of nets), good
dexterity with small objects (e.g., knitting, jewelry making, repairing or modifying computers,
working with micro-scale scientific equipment), orienteering, hiking and backpacking, horseback
riding, identification of tropical plant families, cooking and camping, use of binoculars, and the
ability to objectively describe natural events and identify birds and animals.  If you enjoy
spending your days working in a tropical forest and want to stop the decline in native tropical
forest ecosystems, you made a great choice to help on this project.
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Volunteer unfurling a mist net.

7.  PROJECT STAFF

 

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (with recognition plaque for bird conservation)

Constance Dustin Becker - (Dusti) Conservation Biologist
Ph. D., University of Alberta, Zoology 1992
Masters, Yale School of Forestry and Environmental Studies, Forest Science 1984

Dusti has more than 25 years of field research experience in conservation biology and ecology
with birds and mammals and has worked around the world.  She was an ornithologist with a
National Geographic survey on the Omo River, Ethiopia and an ecologist for the Royal Society
for the Protection of Birds (RSPB) in England.  She has researched Grevy's zebra and game
ranching in Kenya, Alpine Ibex populations in the Swiss Alps, Red Squirrels ecology in the boreal
forests of Canada, and ecology of neotropical monkeys in Costa Rica.  Since 1996 she has
researched the ecology of various cloud forest birds and worked on community-based
conservation in Ecuador. Dusti has been a carpenter, high school teacher, university professor,
tour guide, and conservation scientist.  She was most recently the project coordinator of the Maui
Forest Birds Recovery Project, but is now fulltime with Life Net. She speaks and reads Spanish at
an advanced level and loves doing fieldwork with the volunteers.
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ECUADORIAN STAFF & AFFILIATES

 

Pascual Torres is the lead research assistant on all field projects and is the Project Coordinator for
Spanish-speaking teams.  He is from Loma Alta and was born in El Suspiro.  Pascual graduated
from El Suspiro primary school (6th grade) in 1987.  He has been a farmer, taxi driver and
security guard. In 1996 he became a field assistant on Dr. Becker's Earthwatch projects and has
continued as Life Net staff.  He is skilled with selecting and preparing mist-net sites, setting up
the nets and teaching all aspects of banding and bird identification. Pascual attended a 10-week
Audubon Society sponsored naturalist guide training in Guatemala in 2002. He continues to
work on learning English, enjoys teaching others what he knows about Ecuadorian birds and
banding, and likes making new friends.

 

Mauricio Torres is a primary field assistant.  He is a comunero of Loma Alta and was born in El
Suspiro.  He works in agriculture especially growing Panama hat fiber, but has been staff on
cloud forest birds projects since 1996.  Mauricio is extremely skilled at extracting horrendously
tangled birds from mist nets and is a good teacher of such skills.   Mauricio can build furniture
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and houses with a machete, bamboo and vines.  He has so much indigenous knowledge that he is
the project’s “survival kit.”  His nickname is “machete man”.

 

Jessica Medina (left) and Alicia Torres (right) keep field teams fueled with delicious Ecuadorian
home-style meals at Las Tangaras.  (Mashpi has its own professional camp cooks). With help
from team members they keep the research station orderly and clean.  They enjoy the
camaraderie of Life Net projects and being able to work with their husbands. Vivan las cocineras!

Mashpi Project Co-leader

Carlos Morochz has a Bachelor’s in Biology and is the Biologist/Naturalist at Mashpi Reserve.
Carlos was born and raised in Quito, has traveled and studied extensively abroad.  He is an
expert horseman, avid photographer, excellent naturalist and birder, and leads or co-leads the
Mashpi projects.
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FIELD LOGISTICS

8.  RESEARCH AREA        

Ecuador is just slightly larger than Great Britain, and has amazing physical and biological
variety.  The Andean range in Ecuador, crowned by the 6310 m (20,507 ft) peak called
Chimborazo, separates the western coastal lowlands from the eastern jungles of the upper
Amazon basin.  In only 200 km, as the condor flies, you can climb from the west coast to snow-
caps, and descend back down to the steaming rainforest on the eastern side.  In Ecuador, the
lands east of the Andes are called the Oriente, while those to the west are called the Occidente.
The Oriente is part of the Amazon river watershed.

Las Tangaras (the tanagers) Reserve is about 2 mi from town on the famous birding route called
the Mindo-Nambillo trail. (Mindo (1400 m) is a town of about 5000 people located about 80 km
west of Quito off the main road to Esmeraldas.)  The reserve has no road access so we must hike
about 20 minutes down a rather steep pastured hillside and cross a swinging bridge over the
Nambillo river to reach the protected area.  Las Tangaras is a 110 acre conservation buffer
property adjacent to the Mindo-Nambillo Protective Forest.  The clear and fast-flowing Nambillo
River borders the property for 1.5 km providing excellent views of torrent duck, white-capped
dipper, and torrent tyrannulet.

Mashpi Lodge and Reserve is set within a 1,000-hectare private reserve that is part of a larger
17,200-hectare protected area in the globally important Choco region.  It is a biodiversity hotspot.
It is located about 2.5 hours from Quito on the western slopes of the Andes.  The nearest village is
Pacto.
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Other Conditions

Doing sampling and data collection at these mountain sites is tough work. Projects at Las
Tangaras and Mashpi require hiking a mile or two daily on steep terrain. The hike into Las
Tangaras is about 5 miles, but is on roads and easy trails. Access to Mashpi is by vehicle, but
research trails are quite steep and muddy.

Drinking water at Las Tangaras is very high quality spring water, so one may drink from the tap,
and the cabin has both an indoor flush toilet and an outdoor composting latrine. A personal
sized, midge-proof mosquito net tent is required at Las Tangaras.  A simple over the bed
mosquito net is the next best option and is cheaper.  Next to a good pair of binoculars, your “bug
hut” will be your most prized field item.  (REI sells official “Bug Huts” that I highly recommend.)
Mashpi has bottled water and very nice rooms with cots and bedding provided, each with a
private bathroom.  Rooms will be shared by 2-3 volunteers.  (No tent or bug-hut needed at
Mashpi).

Both sites have biting insects including mosquitoes, ticks, and midges.  Still, volunteers need not
expect any more suffering than what they would experience on a fishing trip in Minnesota.
Although the mosquitoes in coastal Ecuador can carry malaria, Las Tangaras is too cold at night
for malaria, but you should get anti-malarial medications if you plan to travel in the lowlands, or
will be at Mashpi.

Temperatures will get up to the mid-80s°F (29-31°C) during the days while nights may dip into
the high 50s °F to low 60s°F (teens°C). Expect rugged and muddy conditions.  The Andes are
steep terrain, so get your calves and thighs in shape.  Stair mastering, biking, running, or hill
hiking will help you get in condition for the project.

MUST HAVE ITEM!!!! It is always muddy and there are snakes and spiney plants, so you need

RUBBER BOOTS, the high top type, that come to just under-the-knee. Brits call them Wellies.
(People with shoe sizes less than 12 (Euro44) can purchase boots in Nanegalito, a town on the
way to the field sites (be sure to remind your leader that you need to buy boots). Larger footed
people must buy and bring boots with them.
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Politically, Ecuador is fairly stable and safe. Quito, like any big city, can be a worry for petty theft.
Don’t walk around at night with a bulging wallet and expensive camera gear.  Use common
sense.  Quito’s elevation (~ 9,000 ft) can cause headaches for some, but drinking plenty of water
helps to reduce that problem, as does coca tea.

9.  RENDEZVOUS

It is important to remember that each volunteer is responsible for making his/her own travel
arrangements to the rendezvous site (Quito).  Below you will find the rendezvous information for
your project, along with any instructions to reach the location of your expedition.  There are also
recommended resources that may help you learn more about the area to which you will be
traveling.  The PI suggests that you prepare for your expedition by consulting these resources,
which can be found at your local library, a bookstore, or online. Volunteers are strongly
encouraged to buy a guidebook for the country to which they are traveling.

Volunteers will meet at 9:00 am in front of Posada del Maple I, on Juan Rodriguez between 6th de
Diciembre y Leon Mera in Quito.  They will be met by Dr. Dusti Becker or a Life Net
representative. Dusti is a tall gringa with honey-blonde hair. If you do not stay the night prior to
the meeting at Posada del Maple (~$25; in Quito) just take a taxi to the rendezvous site.  Don't
pay more than US$2-3 for transport within the city. US$ 6-10 from the airport is typical (2011).

Quito is Ecuador’s capital city in the high Andes.  The climate is cool and refreshing, but the
altitude is challenging for some folks.  Pick-pockets may be about, especially around the Mariscal
and “old town” where tourists abound. Still, for the most part Quito is a safe and friendly place.
Guidebooks are full of suggestions for things to do around Quito.  Carolina Park and the grounds
of Hotel Quito have some birding appeal, but nothing fabulous.  A standard “city –tour” is worth
the effort.  There is a fun “Teleferico” that will take you near to the top of the Pichincha volcano
for amazing views, but dress warm.

Rendezvous Place and Time

Location: Posada del Maple I
Juan Rodriguez entre 6 de Diciembre Y Leon Mera, Quito
Tel: +5932 254-4507; 223-7375
Webste: www.posadadelmaple.com

On: Sunday of your expedition’s first day

At: 9:00 am

Team members with their gear should gather in front of the small hotel.  Volunteers must arrive
before the rendezvous day and should make their own arrangements for accommodations the
night before and the night after the expedition.  Posada del Maple is reasonably priced and is
near to many other nice hotels and B & B’s.

After you meet the PI, all transportation, lodging and meals are taken care of.  The team will be
transported back to Quito by late afternoon on the final day of the expedition, so it is a good idea
to book a place to stay for that last night.  Dusti stays at Posada del Maple (Quito) on the night
before and after teams and enjoys dinner and time with volunteers before and after the trip.
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Remember that there is a US$ 41 airport tax (2011) to leave Ecuador. The fee seems to rise a little
each year.

Early Arrival. Volunteers may not arrive early at the project sites.

Late Arrival. Please do not reserve a flight that arrives after your team’s scheduled rendezvous
time.  If your flight is delayed and you miss the rendezvous, then you will find the following
information useful.  Late arrival will most likely result in around $150 in extra travel costs to get
to the reserves unless you are a very experienced traveler in Ecuador.

Call Dr. Becker’s cell phone 011-593-9-140-8653 or the Posada del Maple tel: 011 593 2 254 4507)
the night before the project if you know that you will be late and send emails if possible:  dbecker
@lifenetnature.org and admin@psadadelmaple.com.

Should you arrive late in Quito you will  need to make special arrangements for transport.  There
is no bus option for Mashpi. Contact Santiago Santander in Quito at +243-3629 or on his cell – 09-
126-2008 (Spanish required) for private transport. The cheapest option for Las Tangaras projects
would be to take a public bus (Flor de Valle) from Quito to Mindo and then hire a local guide you
to bring you to Reserva Las Tangaras, but lugging your bags on the bus could be a major hassle
and you would risk theft.

If calling from the US, dial 011-593-2 before Quito numbers, replacing the 2 with a 9 for cell
phones.

Departure

Volunteers will be driven back to Quito by van on the last day of the project, arriving in the
afternoon by 5:00 pm.  Do not schedule any return flights for the last day of the program.  Plan
your flights for the day after the program or extend your stay to visit other parts of Ecuador.

Remember there is a departure tax at the airport when you fly home. (~ $40-45)

Note:  Early departures may be accommodated in some cases, but any extra costs must be
covered by the volunteer.

10.  TRAVEL PLANNING

Visa Information

Citizens of the US, UK, Japan, and Australia need a passport but do not require a Visa for entry to
Ecuador for a stay of less than 90 days.  Citizens of other countries should check with their travel
agent or a visa agency for specific visa and entry requirements.  A useful website for visa
requirements is:  http://www.embassyworld.com

Address and local contact person to write on Visa Application

Las Tangaras Project with rendezvous in Quito:

Posada del Maple I
Juan Rodriguez entre 6 de Diciembre Y Leon Mera, Quito
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Tel: +5932 254-4507; 223-7375
Webste: www.posadadelmaple.com

Visa Agencies:

IN THE UNITED STATES

Passport Visa Express.com
1911 North Fort Myer Drive, Suite 503
Arlington, VA  22209
Tel:  888 596-6028, +1 703 351-0992
Fax:  +1 703 351-0995
Email:  info@passportvisaexpress.com
Website:  http://www.passportvisaexpress.com/

IN EUROPE

The Visaservice
Tel:  +44 (0) 20 7833 2709
Fax:  +44 (0) 20 7833 1857
Website:  http://www.visaservice.co.uk

Thames Consular Services Ltd
Tel:  +44 (0)20 8995 2492
Fax:  +44 (0)20 8742 1285
Website:  http://www.visapassport.com

Travel Agencies

FOR US VOLUNTEERS

Shop around, but often the best fares are found via on-line sites like Orbitz and Travelocity.
Otherwise use a travel agent of your choice.

FOR EUROPEAN VOLUNTEERS

Wexas International
London, UK
Tel:  +44 (0) 20 7581 8761
Fax:  +44 (0) 20 7581 7679
Email:  southern@wexas.com
Quote code:  EWE01/02

STA Travel
Oxford, UK
Tel:  +44 (0) 1865 792800
Fax:  +44 (0) 1865 792911
Email:  manager.oxford@statravel.co.uk
Quote code:  EWE01/02

For discounted student and youth fares, we recommend the following agencies which specialize
in student discounts:
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STA Travel
U.S.:  800 781-4040
U.K.:  +44 (0) 1865 792800
Website:  http://www.statravel.com

FOR AUSTRALIAN VOLUNTEERS

Carlene Harlock
Shop 2, 250 Flinders Street
Melbourne, Vic 3000
Tel:  +03 9663 6266
Fax: +03 9663 5100
Email: carlene_harlock.vic@flightcentre.com

Cancellation Insurance

We highly recommend trip cancellation insurance as it will help cover your airfare if you are
unable to travel, or the expedition is cancelled (the latter is not likely).

Other Advice / Information

• Local Currency:  U.S. Dollars

• Electricity: 120-127V 60 Hz; Flat blade 2-prong attachment plug or 2-prong flat
blades with round grounding pin, but none at field sites.

• Time Zone:  GMT-5

• Personal Funds: Ecuadorian currency has been ”dollarized,” so all interactions are made
in U.S. dollars.  Have small denominations (US$1, 5, 10) for local purchases and have any
personal needs accomplished before meeting up with the team.  Most volunteers spend
between $100-200 on extras (staff tips, souvenirs, drinks, snacks, etc.).  You are advised
not to walk alone at night.  ATMs are available in Quito, but not in Mindo.

• Additional Information: It is customary to tip people who help you carry your bags, but
tips are not given at restaurants.  Continental Airlines often “loses” bags when flying to
Ecuador, because they have a policy of over-loading planes and leaving some bags for
later flights.  If you choose to fly Continental, please make sure you take important items,
including binoculars, as carry-on baggage.  Expect to survive without your “lost”
(delayed) bag for up to a week.  Since all airlines may lose your bag, please have your
key survival necessities as carry-on and be prepared for this annoying problem.  Your
bag may not be recovered until the end of the trip. Please remember to reconfirm any
flights on South American-based airlines.  Flights are subject to change without notice.
There is a US$40-45 departure tax at the airport when you fly home. Extra gear and
clothing for after the expedition should be left in Quito at the Posada del Maple or
wherever you have made your reservation.

Volunteers Under 18 Years of Age

Life Net projects do not accept volunteers under the age of 18 years unless accompanied by a
parent or guardian.

In an effort to prevent international child abduction, many governments have initiated
procedures at entry/exit points.  These often include requiring documentary evidence of
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relationship and permission for the child’s travel from the parent(s) or legal guardian if not
present.  Having such documentation on hand, even if not required, may facilitate
entry/departure.

In addition, airlines may also have documentation requirements for unaccompanied minors.
Parents of minors are responsible for checking with each airline that their child will utilize to
insure sufficient documentation.  This could include a copy of a birth certificate or a notarized
letter stating that the minor has his or her parent’s permission to travel alone.

11.  ITINERARY

Details are subject to change based on field conditions and less time may be spent on the
mountain in order to work with the local communities through public meetings and school
groups.

Day 0: Arrive in Quito.

Day 1: Rendezvous at Posada del Maple.  Travel to Mindo or Mashpi.
Lunch.  Orientation and training.

Day 2: Settle in and do orientation to netting.

Day 3: Mist net training and net set up.

Day 4-12: Mist-netting, vegetation studies, point counts, bird observations
and data collection.  Occasional afternoon off for personal time,
visits to villages.  Optional: excursion to local waterfalls and
excellent birding areas or visits to Mindo village.  Set aside $40
for such extra-curricular activities.

Day 13: Pack up camp.  Last team dinner at field site.  Staff tips.

Day 14: Hike to van. Lunch along return trip to Quito. Dinner in Quito is
not covered by your donation to Life Net, but group dinner may
be arranged as desired by team members.

Day 15: Departure from Quito (optional).

Volunteers should consult a travel guidebook for information on local attractions.  See "Helpful
Resources."

12.  DAILY SCHEDULE

Volunteers should be aware that schedules fluctuate and that this is just an example.  Weather
and work conditions affect the daily schedule.  Your cooperation and understanding are
appreciated.

4:45 am Wake up, eat breakfast, pack snacks, organize equipment.
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5:30 am Open all mist nets by 6:00 a.m.
Check nets and work at banding until noon (other sub-teams
may collect other needed data).

12:30 pm Lunch.

1:30 pm Siesta or time to catch up on what ever you want: sleep, bathing,
writing and/or help enter data in the computer.

3:00 pm Data entry, vegetation sampling or behavioral ecology studies
(many days, volunteers can go birding or have time to explore).

6:00 pm Dinner with review of plan for next day.

7:00 pm Data management - daily bird list, etc.

8:00 pm Quiet time in camp, quiet games, reading, journaling, and
educational discussions. (Or ZZZZ in your bug-proof tent).

13.  TEAM DEVELOPMENT

Tasks will be shared more or less equally, so all team members must have a high level of physical
fitness and willingness to pitch in.  The project staff will work side-by-side with volunteers
everyday.  Time for personal reflection and group reflection will be made available, but be
prepared for social and team time.  The team will use a consensus approach for planning group
activities other than research, and each evening at dinner the team will discuss events of the day
and plans for the next day.  By communicating on a daily basis, the team will establish a network
of trust and cooperation that incorporates and respects individual differences, desires and
interests.

While at the forest research camps, the team will rely on what each person brings to the
experience.  Bring your stories, songs, jokes, and games to entertain each other.  The local
research assistants and staff are a great source of legends, songs, dance steps, and Spanish
lessons.  They enjoy learning English, so your time with sharing lessons in basic English and any
introductory material for learning English are greatly appreciated by staff.

14.  ACCOMMODATIONS

Research teams at Las Tangaras have a “home” in a traditional style wooden mountain “casita.”
The research cabin is simple, but cozy. A wooden loft, with half-high walls for birding and a tin
roof will be your new bedroom. Downstairs is our communal dinning, kitchen, and living area.
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Bed-time is a “pajama party scene” with mattresses (provided) on the floor.  Some privacy and
protection from bugs can be attained by bringing your own mosquito net tent (available online
through most outdoor gear companies like R.E.I., Sierra Designs, Campmor, etc).  These little
“bug huts” create an indoor “bedroom”.  One may also pitch a light-weight but sturdy tent
outside of the cabin, but muddy conditions can make this option unpleasant at times.  A regular
sleeping bag is ideal for cool night conditions at Las Tangaras.

At Mashpi volunteers will share a room (2-3 /room) with beautiful view of the forest and a
private bathroom (shower and toilet). Rooms have closets and lighting and have high ceilings
and excellent ventilation including air conditioning.

A good light-weight, but strong flashlight/headlamp (torch) is required for early morning hikes
to mist nets and for getting around Las Tangaras at night (no electricity). They also come in
handy for spotting owls and other night animals.  Bring plenty of batteries and a back-up light,
just in case.

The Tangaras Reserve offers lovely swimming opportunities in the Nambillo River and for
bathing sometimes has a functional hot shower.  Hot bucket baths are always possible. Mashpi
has hot water showers.

Volunteers should buy their own small bottles of water for the road trip to the field sites and
while staying in towns.  Make sure the caps are sealed on any water purchased.  Giardia,
Salmonella, and dysentery are present, so take caution not to drink tap or river water.  Be sure
your Typhoid vaccination is current!!! Tap water at Las Tangaras is safe to drink and Mashpi has
bottled water.

It can be chilly and damp at night so bring a good sweater or jacket and pajama type pants (light
sweat pants or pajamas).  A full lightweight rain suit is useful.

Our cooks, Alicia and Jessica like to earn extra money by doing laundry, so that is also an option.
Otherwise please bring your own clothes washing biodegradable soap for Mashpi.  The projects
will supply plastic tubs.
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15.  FOOD

At Las Tangaras, Pascual and Mauricio's wives, Jessica and Alicia, enjoy being in the field with
their husbands and have been hired as our cooks.  You are also welcome in the kitchen to help
cook or to prepare snacks. Meals will largely consist of items purchased locally.  There is a large
propane 4-burner cook top stove and an oven.  The camp kitchen is stocked with ingredients that
won’t spoil.  After reading the list below, think about bringing along some feasible recipes that
you might share with the local cooks.  If you are not a big cooking fan, just disregard that advice
and rest assured that Ecuadorian cuisine is both delicious and high quality - lots of fresh
vegetables and fruits.

At Mashpi, professional local cooks prepare the meals, and supplies of extra foods are also
provided, but volunteers have less access to the kitchen there.  At Mashpi a portion of your
donation goes directly to Metropolitan Touring and they provision the kitchen.

The Life Net project stocks the Las Tangaras kitchen with coffee, tea, hot chocolate, drink mixes,
breakfast cereals including flakes, granola, and oatmeal, honey, cinnamon, beans (black and red),
lentils, garbanzos, rice, pasta, tomato paste, soups, jams, crackers, cookies, bread, fresh fruits
(mango, banana, oranges, pineapple, apples, etc.), fresh vegetables (onions, potatoes, carrots,
green beans, peppers, etc.), peanut butter, canned tuna, pancake mix and maple syrup, tortilla
flour, wheat flour, seasonings (soy sauce, vinegar, oil, salt, pepper, garlic, curry, oregano, cumin,
etc.)  These will be transported to the camps by mules, probably ahead of your arrival.  Meals are
nutritious and plentiful:  Vegetable stir-fries over rice, tuna dishes, sauces with pasta, beans and
rice are typical.  The project will plan to re-supply fresh items like fruit and vegetables from local
markets.  Volunteers may want to bring additional snacks and drink mixes for the field such as
snack bars, granola bars, gum, jerky, Gatorade, or other high energy treats. Vegetarian fare
dominates as we have no safe way to keep fresh meats.  Carnivores may want to bring their own
beef jerky.  The PI can usually find salami, but canned meats and other dried meats are not
available, so prepare to “go vegetarian” and be ready for lots of RICE!  In the villages, it is a
different story. Chicken and other locally raised meats and vegetables are available.  We keep
many purchases local to help the local economy.

Here is a sampling of the foods you might expect in the field.  Please bear in mind that variety
depends on availability and cooks will provide different types of meals at Las Tangaras and
Mashpi.  This list is intended to provide a general idea of food types.  It is very important that
volunteers be flexible.  RICE is prevalent in Ecuadorian cooking, so expect to be overdosed on it.

Breakfast: Eggs, bread, RICE, granola, milk, fresh fruits, breads and spreads

Lunch: Soups, RICE with veggies and stews and salads

Dinner: RICE with stews, plantains, potatoes, veggies

Snacks/Other: Cookies, plantain chips, cheese and crackers, fruits, chocolate

Beverages: Fruit juices, water, coffee, tea, (vols. BYO wine, beer, etc.)

Special Dietary Requirements

Other than somewhat vegetarian, special diets are NOT easy to accommodate. Strict vegan is
difficult because most soup bases in Ecuador have chicken stock, and cooks use cheeses and eggs
in many dishes.
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16.  PHYSICAL CONDITIONING

Working in the forest at Las Tangaras and Mashpi requires good hiking skills and conditioning.
It would be a good idea to do some physical conditioning like biking, swimming, walking, or hill
hiking before coming on the program.  Be sure your boots are broken in!  This is not the trip for
people with heart, serious back, or knee problems.

If you are not used to getting up very early, it will be wise to get on an “early schedule” prior to
the project.  Try to make yourself get on a 5:00 am to 9:00 pm routine to avoid suffering in the
field.

Hats and sunscreen may be needed.  It may not be very hot, but the Equatorial sun is strong.  A
personal first aid kit full of the things you are likely to want is a must.  The project will have
basics for tropical first aid, but you should bring the first aid items suggested in the ‘What to
Bring’ section.  Bugs are annoying, especially midges, so bring the “bug dope” that works for
you.

The medical care system in Ecuador is described by levels, with larger numbers associated with
more technology and services.  A Level 1 dispensary is in most rural villages.  Level 1 can deal
with first aid problems like cuts, fever, and diarrhea.  Level 2 services are available in small
towns.  These hospitals can run lab tests for parasites, deal with wounds, snake bites, broken
bones, and minor operations.  Level 2 hospitals have an ambulance service.  Level 3 services are
available in Quito and cover compound fractures, major operations, and serious diseases like
cholera.  If a Level 3 medical emergency occurred in the forest it would take as much as 6 hours
to get the individual to Quito.  A mountain emergency would be a large risk, thus any volunteer
on this project should not have any serious medical condition i.e., heart condition.  If you are not
in good health and physically fit, please do not come on this project!

General Conditions

Although you may feel the altitude on your first night in Quito which lies at 9,000 ft (2,800 m),
the research sites at Las Tangaras and Mashpi are much lower, 3,000-4,000 ft (500 - 1,400 m) so
altitude should not be a problem.  There is the potential for afternoon rains so rubber boots and
rain gear are a necessity.

Humidity 10% to 100%

Temperature Range: 60°F/15°C to 85°F/29°C

Altitude 3,000 ft to 9,000 ft

Rainfall up to 10 in/25 cm per month

Climate and terrain of the research sites

The terrain is quite steep.  It is a 45 -minute trek down a steep slope through forest on poorly
developed trails that are often quite muddy, just to reach the Las Tangaras research site.  Mashpi
is less rigorous in term so of access which is drive-in. Daily research takes place on a mountain-
side, so good lungs and legs are needed to hike up and down slopes to monitor birds and access
banding station sites above the research center.
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Physical Demands

Volunteers should be able to walk half a day with a 10 lb day pack.  They should also be able to
trek up very steep hills on slippery and uneven terrain

Workload/Intensity Time (hours per day)/ #of days per team

Sitting      3/12

Bending      4/12

Hiking 1-5 mi/1.6-8 km 6/12

Digging Not likely

Walking 1-5 mi/1.6-8 km 3/12

Climbing 1-5 mi/1.6-8 km 3/12

Carrying Day pack only 6/12

Swimming Optional      

Medical Conditions of Special Concern

There will be strenuous climbing and hiking.  No one with a heart condition should consider
participating.  Overweight people are also cautioned, as they may not be capable of making steep
climbs on rough trails.  Anyone with bone weaknesses that would be endangered by falling is
discouraged from participating on this trip.  Muddy conditions guarantee falls and slips that
bump and jar bones and back.

Potential Hazards

Diseases found in tropical regions include malaria, dengue fever, filariasis, leishmaniasis,
onchocerciasis, trypanosomiasis, schistosomiasis, hepatitis, and typhoid.  Please see ‘Section 17’
for inoculation recommendations.  Most diseases are prevented with basic safety cautions.  Please
see the CDC (www.cdc.gov) or WHO (www.who.int) websites for more information.

Additional concerns include yellow fever, cholera, TB, giardia, salmonella, dysentery, dengue
fever, Chagas disease, and other insect-borne diseases.  Other hazards include the rigorous and
remote nature of the project, spiders, fire ants, scorpions, and poisonous snakes, however
encounters with these animals are rare.

Hiking hazards include: unstable hiking surfaces; un-protected overhangs; distance/time to full
medical attention; risk of sprains/strains/breaks due to falling or missteps; risk of exposure to
water borne diseases; crossing fast-moving or deep waterways, encounter with annoying/allergy
producing plants, etc.

Proximity to Medical Care

Is there a physician, nurse, or EMT on staff?  NO

Staff certified in CPR (Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation), First Aid, or other safety training (i.e.
Wilderness First Responder, Water Safety, etc.)?

Dr. Becker is certified as a Wilderness First Responder (2008) including CPR.  She has been
previously certified in standard First Aid and was a Water Safety Instructor for many years.
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What is nearest hospital location?

There is a dispensary in Mindo and Pacto and several nurses and a doctor.  Major medical care is
about a 4-hour drive to Quito.  An evacuation from the field site to Quito would take about 4
hours. A doctor could be brought to the site in about 4 hours. 17.  Medical Advice

Inoculations

The following are recommendations only.  Health conditions around the world are constantly
changing, so keep informed and consult your local travel health clinic, the U. S. Center for
Disease Control (www.cdc.gov) or the World Health Organization (www.who.org) websites.
Medical decisions are the responsibility of each volunteer. Please consult your physician, your
local Public Health Department, or the resources listed below for the latest health information for
travelers.

Required for Entry Recommended for Health Reasons

Polio           

Tetanus      X (up to date)

Typhoid      X

Hepatitis A      X

Is Malaria present at the research sites?  No

*Yellow Fever immunization is required only for people coming from infected areas (including
certain provinces in Ecuador).  If you are traveling through Ecuador or South America, you
should check with your physician and the CDC to determine whether you would be required to
get the Yellow Fever vaccination.

Tuberculosis (TB): The World Health Organization (WHO) estimates that one third of the world’s
population is infected with the bacterium (M.tuberculosis) that causes tuberculosis (TB).  Incidence
of tuberculosis is higher in developing countries, particularly in Asia, Africa, the Caribbean and
Latin America.  In general, approximately 10% of persons infected with M. tuberculosis are at risk
for developing active TB during their lifetimes.  TB is considered highly treatable with
medications that are of relatively low toxicity and cost.  Volunteers returning from developing
countries are encouraged to have a (PPD)-tuberculin skin-test to screen for potential infection.

Please consult your physician for guidance on inoculations if you intend to travel to other parts
of the country.

Resources

Consult your local public health department or one of the following resources for the latest health
information for travelers.

US ONLY
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Centers for Disease Control
Atlanta, GA, U.S.A.
Phone:  800 311-3435 or 888 232-3228
Website:  http://www.cdc.gov

UK ONLY

Hospital for Tropical Diseases Healthline
Phone:  0906 1 337733 (within UK)
(calls are charged at 50p per minute)

MASTA Travelers’ Healthline
Phone:  0906 8 224100 (within UK)

AUSTRALIA ONLY

The Travel Doctor – clinics Australia wide
Travel Doctor Hotline: 1300 658 844 (within AU)
Website:  http://www.tmvc.com.au

GENERAL INFORMATION

Disease Outbreaks:
http://www.who.int/disease-outbreak-news/
or
http://www.istm.org/news.html

18.  EMERGENCIES IN THE FIELD

The Las Tangaras Reserve is a 45 minute hike to a dirt road that is passable when dry.  It takes
about 20 minutes to drive to Mindo and another 2 hours from Mindo to Quito for high quality
emergency care.  Mashpi is similar, but requires no hike out.

If you become ill in Quito ask someone at the hotel to direct you to a private clinic. Clinica
Kennedy is good.  A typical private visit with a doctor can be around US $100.  Nearly all
prescription medicines are available in Ecuador with out a prescription and at lower cost than in
the US.  Medical care is excellent, but Spanish-speaking skills are typically required to
understand what is going on.

Travel Insurance

Life Net and Dr. Becker are not liable for any accidents or problems you may have during you
trip to Ecuador.

You may want to obtain travel insurance if your current policies will not cover you during the
project.  Click on the "Travel Insurance" link, which is located on the right in a box called
"Healthy Travel Store" (just under the Visa sign).  Website:
http://www.travelhealth.com/home/
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19.  COMMUNICATIONS WHILE IN THE FIELD

Team leaders have cell phones.  Dusti’s is 09-140-8653.  In case of a serious family emergency
have your family call Dusti’s cell or contact Dr. Anthony Povilitis in the USA at 520-384-3886 to
relay the message to Dr. Becker in the field.  We will have a working cell phone and volunteers
can buy phone cards in Quito prior to the project to make calls home or have international
phones with them.  Both Mashpi and Las Tangaras have some phone reception, but it varies in
quality by company and equipment.  Use e-mail as a back-up.

20.  WHAT TO BRING

Note:  Do not bring more baggage than you can carry and handle on your own.  We recommend
that you pack a carry-on bag with an extra set of field clothing and personal essentials in the
event that your luggage is lost and/or takes several days to catch up with you. Ideally, you
should have no more than one or two medium-sized duffle bags and a day pack.

General Considerations

Please remember that conditions are likely to be muddy and buggy.  Rubber boots are required at
both sites and a mosquito net tent (eg. REI Bug Hut) is required at Las Tangaras.

Cultural Considerations

Ecuadorians are extremely friendly and polite.  On the coast and in western slop villages there is
little one might do that would offend anyone.  People there enjoy having their picture taken and
are very out-going.  In contrast, indigenous people in the highlands around Quito are offended
by attempts to take their photograph, and are much less likely to engage you in a friendly
manner.

Extreme weather

El Niño years are extremely wet.  Every now and then a dry year can occur and you may be
annoyed that you have lugged rubber boots the whole way to Ecuador (but they protect your
legs from snakes and spiny plants and are gentle on mist-nets, unlike regular hiking boots with
hooks).  In the Andes, some pretty hefty earthquakes can occur and one should bear in mind that
Mindo is perched in the path of an active volcano, Pinchicha.  If you do a web search on that
name, you may be able to get an update on eruption risk.  Las Tangaras reserve could receive up
to 10 inches of ash, but is in no risk for dangerous lava or mud flows.  Mashpi is not in any
danger from volcanic eruptions but does experience earthquakes and heavy rains.

Required

Clothing/Footwear for Fieldwork

• 2-3 pairs light-weight, quick-drying, field trousers

• 2 long-sleeved T-shirts (NO BUTTONS -they catch on mist nets).

• Well worn in and comfortable hiking boots (no hooks) or trail running shoes
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• RUBBER BOOTS for mud, snake protection, and river crossings (sizes less than 12 (Euro
44) can be bought in Ecuador; larger sizes hard to find.)

• 6-8 pairs of socks and underwear (light wool are best for rubber boots)

• 1 pairs of field shorts that can double as a bathing suit (men)

• 3-4 short-sleeve T-shirts or tops (NO BUTTONS - they get caught on mist nets)

• Lightweight rain jacket or poncho and rain pants (trousers)

• Sun hat (NO baseball caps with beany-buttons on the top they catch in mist nets)

Clothing/Footwear for Leisure

• One nice set of clothing for evening in town or to keep clean for end of expedition

• Sandals, rubber thongs or rubber soled sandals for water (TEVAS are good)

• Pajamas/night wear - (light sweat pants and long-sleeved T-shirt)

• Swim suit

• Sweatshirt, fleece, or jacket for nights (Quito nights are really chilly!)

Field Supplies

• Waist pack or Day-pack

• Duffel bag or interior frame back-pack (rucksack) to put belongings in (as small as
possible)

• Drybag or plastic sealable baggies (good for protecting equipment such as camera from
dust, humidity, and water)

• Insect repellant

• Water bottle(s) or canteen (minimum 1, 1-liter bottle) - local water bottles work, too.

• GOOD BINOCULARS - at least 7 X 35 WIDE FIELD (DO NOT bring tiny, light weight,
6 X 24 binoculars!) You will not be able to contribute to the project very well with cheap,
little binoculars.  I suggest Nikon Monarch 8 X 40 or equivalent (approx. US$200).  If you
are a beginner birder, purchase a 7 X 35 or 8 X 40 binocular and make sure that they are
wide field and vacuum sealed.  Larger models (10 X) are difficult for beginners to handle,
but are wonderful.  Eagle Optics is a good on-line source: www.eagleoptics.com

• Plates from Birds of Ecuador (Ridgely) (a copy store can bind the plates in a plastic
cover). See #1 in Section 22 ‘Reading List’

• Swiss Army knife with useful tools (pack in checked luggage)

• TWO high quality light-weight flashlight(s)/torch or headlamp and plenty of batteries –
every morning we hike to nets in the dark and we have no electricity at night.

• Field notebook and pens (in plastic bag); small tape recorder is handy, too, but not
required
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Bedding and Bathing

• Spring/Fall weight sleeping bag (Las Tangaras only)

• Mosquito net tent (a one-person net tent).  Make sure mesh is fine enough to keep out
midges or “no-see-ums”.  REI Bug Hut I or II highly recommended. (Las Tangaras
only)

• 2 towels, quick drying types

Personal Supplies

• Personal toiletries (we recommend bringing biodegradable soaps and shampoos)

• Roll of toilet paper for travel (we have plenty at the field sites)

• Antibacterial wipes or lotion (good for “washing” hands while in the field)

• Personal first aid kit (anti-diarrhea pills, antibiotics (e.g., Ciprofloxin, an antibiotic good
for salmonella and waterborne diseases), antiseptic, itch-relief, pain reliever, bandages,
moleskin, personal meds. etc.)

• Sunscreen lotion with SPF 15 or higher

• A good watch with alarm function and seconds - digital is best.

• Sunglasses and an extra pair of glasses (in case your main pair breaks)

Miscellaneous

• Spending money (~US$200 goes a long way, in small bills)

• Camera, extra camera battery, charger

• Compass/GPS (totally optional for equipment geeks)

• Video camera (optional)

• A Spanish/English dictionary or phrase book (we have a few at Las Tangaras)

• Books, magazines, Frisbee, games

• Favorite snack foods

• Cigarette lighter (pack in checked luggage)

• Extra flashlight/torch or headlamp with extra batteries and extra bulb

• Spanish books and school supplies for donating to local schools
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21.  HELPFUL RESOURCES

• Life Net website: http://www.lifenetnature.org/

• Pulse of the Planet article by Jim Metzner:
http://pulseplanet.nationalgeographic.com/ax/archives/01_naturetemplate.cfm?progra
mnumber=2073

• Useful Visa Information website:  http://www.embassyworld.com

• Airport Codes Worldwide:  http://www.logisticsworld.com/airports.asp

• Lonely Planet travel guidebooks and online travel site:  http://www.lonelyplanet.com.
Their guidebooks can be purchased from their website.

• The Rough Guide travel guidebooks and online travel site:
http://travel.roughguides.com/

• Cheap Flights:  http://www.travelix.com/ or http://www.discountair.com/
(worldwide)

• Country Reports.  Country information from around the world.  Website:
http://www.countryreports.org

• National Geographic Map Machine.  Website:
http://plasma.nationalgeographic.com/mapmachine

• U.S. Travel Clinic Directory: http://www.astmh.org/scripts/clinindex.asp

• Travel Health website: http://www.mdtravelhealth.com is a resource for healthy travel.
Covers country-specific risks and diseases, suggested immunizations, and health
recommendation, and locating a travel clinic near you.

• U.S. State Department:  http://www.state.gov/

• UK Foreign Office travel advice:  http://www.fco.gov.uk/travel

• World Time Server:  http://www.worldtimeserver.com/ [time worldwide with
GMT/UTC] or http://worldbuddy.com/ or http://www.hilink.com.au/times/

• Currency Converter:  http://www.xe.com/ucc/

• Telephone Dialing From and To Anywhere:  http://kropla.com/dialcode.htm

• Online Unit Conversions:  http://www.onlineconversion.com/

• Worldwide Weather:  http://www.worldweather.com/ or
http://www.wunderground.com

• ATM Locator:
http://visaatm.infonow.net/bin/findNow?CLIENT_ID=VISA
http://www.mastercard.com/atmlocator/index.jsp

• Heat Index (temperature, dewpoint and relative humidity):
http://www.weatherimages.org/data/heatindex.html
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• Exhaustive List of Weather Resources:
http://cirrus.sprl.umich.edu/wxnet/servers.html

• Third World Traveler – offers many links for useful travel information:
http://www.thirdworldtraveler.com/Travel/Travel_Links.html

22.  THE READING LIST

Ridgely, Robert S., Paul J. Greenfield, Frank B. Gill. 2001 Birds of Ecuador. Cornell University
Press. Bring the plates with you in the field! REQUIRED

Hilty, Steven. 1994. Birds of Tropical America. Chapters Ltd. Shelburne, VT.  - FANTASTIC book.
Read this one!

Ecuador travel guides - background on where you’ll be and where you might go before or after
the expedition.  Lonely Planet guide is great!

Field reports at www.lifenetnature.org on publications page.
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